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ABSTRACT Blockchain, a vital technology in today’s era, changed the way we share, manage and exchange
our data in a centralized way to decentralized architecture. With the increasing demand for Blockchain,
various platforms are available to implement public, private, consortium, or permissioned, permissionless
Blockchain. Hyperledger, an open-source, permissioned, distributed ledger-based Blockchain, was hosted by
Linux. This paper explores Hyperledger Fabric Private Blockchain Network (HFPBN). The architecture of
HFPBNwith its components and transaction flow is explored in detail. The Blockchain in HFPBN comprises
multiple blocks that are linked to each other. The block elements are discussed in detail with their type and
size, and after that, the total size of the block depending upon various parameters is calculated. Further, one
application of Blockchain, i.e., Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), is discussed in this paper as a case
study. The VANET application is implemented on the Hyperledger Fabric platform. Formulas showing the
dependency of various parameters like endorsement policy, number of transactions, and number of reads and
writes on block size are derived and shown in their relationship through the graph for the VANET system.
The impact of block size on various performance parameters like throughput, latency, memory, and CPU
utilization for the VANET system is then analyzed using Hyperledger Caliper. An optimal required value
of throughput and latency is achieved for Blockchain-based VANET. Also, the Hyperledger Fabric platform
seems suitable for many applications as it creates separate Blockchain for different applications.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, Hyperledger Caliper, Hyperledger fabric, VANET.

I. INTRODUCTION
The interminable evolutions of new technologies in the
market for satisfying the world’s current need impose a
secure, reliable system to store huge amounts of generated
data. A centralized system proves inappropriate to satisfy
the market’s needs. Blockchain, a distributed decentralized
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system, offers many advantages over a centralized system.
Blockchain is implemented using cryptography, peer-to-peer
networks, and smart contract [1]. The biggest advantage is
that the whole system will not break down if one node breaks
down, which happens in the centralized system. Also, the
decentralization removes a single node which could act as
a sole point of failure for the invader [2]. This system itself
subsumes faith in the network, and after that, two unknown
parties can indulge in using the Blockchain network. The
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need for an intermediatory and its cost has also become obso-
lete because of this trusted network. In Blockchain, multiple
transactions are recorded in a single block, and all the blocks
are interconnected to make a chain. Therefore, Blockchain
presents an immutable feature as a single change in one block
changes the entire chain preceding that block and makes that
node data different from others [3].

Initially, Blockchain was developed for just bitcoin, a cryp-
tocurrency [4], but in today’s era, Blockchain has widespread
applications in financial and non-financial industries. Nowa-
days, there is an increasing interest in understanding the
transformative power behind cryptocurrency, and that is
Blockchain. Blockchain has become the feasible solution that
is revolutionizing emerging technologies like IoT, Cloud, Big
data, and many more. Blockchain also fits into various appli-
cations like healthcare, supply chain, agriculture, VANET,
etc.

VANET is one of the prominent applications of
Blockchain. It uses Dedicated Short-Range Communica-
tion (DSRC) signals at 5.9 GHz frequency to communicate
with other vehicles and RSU [5]. In VANET, if a vehicle
uses vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle to pedestrian
(V2P) communications along with vehicle to vehicle (V2V)
communication, it is known as the connected vehicle. Rapid
change and advancement in VANET come with enhanced
communications between vehicles, RSU, hot spots, and other
applications. The problemwith previous security systems like
cryptography and hashing alone used with VANET, doesn’t
seem suitable for the problem they face. AlthoughBlockchain
uses both cryptography and hashing with other features like
smart contracts and immutable makes the VANET system
more strong and secure [1].

Despite various advantages, Blockchain also suffers from
key challenges like security, scalability, power consumption,
and performance issues that need significant solutions [3].
To deal with such challenges, various researchers are doing
significant work and making Blockchain adaptable for appli-
cations [6], [7]. To eliminate performance issues, we first
need to understand its dependency on various parameters.
This paper explores that block size is a crucial factor that
impacts performance. To understand block size in detail for
the VANET system, all the data elements of the block are
explored and figured out the dependency of the various vari-
able on block size.

The research challenges addressed in this paper are:
• The conventional VANET is implemented onBlockchain
to make the network more secure and reliable.

• The detail of all the block elements in Blockchain is
discussed in detail. The aim is to analyze the appropriate
size of each element for a particular application that is
implemented on Blockchain.

• The dependency of size of a particular block in
Blockchain-based VANET is analyzed. Block size
depends on various block parameters like endorsement
policy, number of transactions, and number of reads and
writes in a single transaction.

• Further, the dependency of performance parameters like
throughput, latency, memory, and CPU utilization on
block size is evaluated. The intent is to decide the
appropriate block size which gives the best possible
performance.

The paper’s organization is as follows: Section II discusses
the related work. Section III presents an outline of Hyper-
ledger fabric framework architecture, its components, and
transaction flow. Section IV discusses the block structure of
HFPBN which explores block’s data elements, types, and
sizes. The equation for the block size is derived depending
on various data elements. Section V explores a case study of
VANET implemented on Hyperledger Fabric and its archi-
tecture. In section VI, the impact of block data elements like
endorsement policy, number of transactions, number of reads
and writes in a single transaction on the block size of VANET
is discussed. The impact of the block size of the VANET
scenario on various performance parameters like through-
put, latency, memory, and CPU utilization is presented in
section VII along with its comparison with other approaches.
The paper is concluded in section VIII. The notations used in
the paper are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Summary of notations.

II. RELATED WORK
Blockchain is an invention to solve the problems behind
the risk of hackers involved in any online transactions.
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Blockchain is the mother of cryptocurrency but now has
applications in all possible fields. Blockchain stores the com-
plete past records in the form of transactions and uses math-
ematics, cryptography algorithms, and distributed consensus
algorithms to solve problems of centralized servers. The pub-
lic, private, and consortium are types of Blockchain. Further,
these types could be permissioned or permissionless [1].

From the system design’s point of view, the Blockchain
network is implemented on four levels. Those four levels
are the data and network organization, consensus, global
state machine, and application layer. The consensus layer
is responsible for maintaining an agreement based on that
all the nodes in the network will have a common replica
of the ledger. Consensus algorithms are of different types,
and different Blockchain network uses different consensus
algorithm. The authors examined the impact of consensus
protocol from the perspective of network deployers, partici-
pants, and network users [8]. Hyperledger, Stellar, and Ripple
use Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) consensus algorithm [9].
BFT hasmultiple variants like Practical BFT, SimplifiedBFT,
Delegated BFT, and Practical BFT is best among these.

Blockchain also encompasses an important concept called
a smart contract, a pre-written self-executing code that con-
tains the application’s logic [10]. Smart contract was intro-
duced with Blockchain 2.0, but currently, 4 million smart
contracts have been implemented on Ethereum. Blockchain
network has applications ranging from small business to
competitive technology like IoT and cloud. With widespread
usage, the need is to design an efficient, privacy-preserving
Blockchain.

Various organizations with different visions have already
implemented various frameworks and tools to fit different
needs and circumstances to design and deploy a Blockchain
network. A comparison of the three most famous distributed
ledger technologies, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, and
Corda, was presented by authors [11]. Authors have com-
pared these three based on platform, mode of operation, smart
contract, consensus algorithm, and currency involved. Corda
has a simplified design compared to fabric and is exclusively
for financial services. Ethereum is a permissionless generic
platform that fits into any application because of its numerous
smart contracts. The issue with the Ethereum platform is in its
performance, scalability, and privacy. On the other hand, the
fabric is a BFT consensus-based permissioned network that
can resolve the issues of Ethereum.

Hyperledger fabric performance is evaluated effectively
even considering transaction endorsement failure and block
timeout by authors [12]. Authors have derived formulas
for measuring throughput, transaction rejection probability,
and mean transaction response delay. The simulation and
numerical results of the authors concluded that throughput
increases with the increase in block size. The transaction
rejection probability also rises with the rise in the transaction
arrival rate. It also depends on block size; for higher block
size, the probability is a little less than for a smaller block
size. Mean response delay first decreases, but it increases

with the transaction arrival rate when it reaches a specific
point.

The work of various authors based on Blockchain-based
VANET is considered and explored to understand the system
and get the scope of improvement in the system. A novel
Blockchain for secure message exchange in VANET was
proposed by authors [13]. This system used local Blockchain
for VANET for a specific country so that the growth of the
network can be controlled. The Blockchain will act as a dis-
tributed public Ledger in this system to store the past details
of the vehicle’s trust level sideways with event messages.

Authors in [14] had proposed a Blockchain-based secure
data sharing system for IoV using parent and auxiliary
Blockchain to store the messages by different entities of
different regions. Fair blind signature and threshold secret
sharing are applied in this system to maintain privacy.
A punish-reward system was applied to inspire the users to
participate in the system.

To overcome VANET security issues, authors in [15] have
suggested a data security sharing and storage system based on
the consortium Blockchain (DSSCB). This digital signature
technique uses bilinear pairing for elliptic curves to ensure
data transmission reliability and integrity. It is a decentral-
ized, secure, and reliable database that is maintained by
the entire network node. A smart contract limits the trigger
conditions for chosen nodes while sending and storing data
and allocates data coins to vehicles that contribute data in
DSSCB.

The sender’s identification data are encrypted in VANET to
protect privacy. However, a centralized system can decode the
identity data using the sender vehicle’s private data. As a con-
sequence, attackers frequently target the central server. The
authors [16] proposed a Blockchain-based message authenti-
cation mechanism for anonymity and decentralization. They
introduced a public-private key andMAC for safe authentica-
tion. They have also incorporated proof of work (PoW) and
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) into the proposed
authentication method.

Hyperledger fabric platform seems to have better
performance and scalability; therefore, we have chosen this
platform for implementing Blockchain-based VANET. The
performance factors of VANET like throughput, latency, and
network utilization are mainly based on block size, which
depends on the data kept in the block. Therefore, this paper
focuses on analyzing the block data components and their
impact on block size and further impact of block size on
performance.

III. HYPERLEDGER FABRIC PRIVATE BLOCKCHAIN
NETWORK (HFPBN): ARCHITECTURE, COMPONENTS,
AND TRANSACTION FLOW
Implementing a private Blockchain network for any particular
application can be done on the Hyperledger Fabric platform.
Hyperledger fabric founded under Linux is an open-source,
private, permissioned, distributed ledger technology-based
platform. The modular architecture of HFPBN uses
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plug-and-play components to deploy a huge variety of
applications with much ease. HFPBN was invented to pro-
vide security, privacy, confidentiality, scalability, and effi-
ciency [17]. The tools and software required for the complete
Blockchain network are provided in a nutshell in Table 2
below. It includes Operating systems, various tools, pro-
gramming languages, Databases, frameworks, etc., with their
appropriate version, and it is required for which part of the
Blockchain.

TABLE 2. Tools and software requirements.

A. HFPBN ARCHITECTURE AND ITS COMPONENTS
The HFPBN consists of multiple components connected in a
defined format. Each component is responsible for a unique
role in the network to create a Blockchain. Components are
connected to transfer some data related to transactions or
blocks. Multiple entities of the same component in the net-
work could exist depending upon our requirement. Therefore,
we need to customize and configure the network before start-
ing it [18]. Various components with their roles are discussed
below.

1) CHANNEL
Channel is a secluded subset of the network consisting of
members like peers, ordering service nodes, and applications.
Channel allows its members to communicate with each other,
and thus they can help achieve an identical copy of the
associated ledger of the channel. When a peer joins a channel,
the channel’s policy can use the peer’s identity to extract the
peer’s rights.

2) ORGANIZATION
Several organizations collectively manage the Blockchain
network. Each organization will have peers as its members.
Any number of peers from multiple organizations can join a
single channel. Apart from peers, the organization also has a
client application that is designed for that particular organi-
zation. The client application is not part of the Blockchain
network. Different members of an organization with their
roles are explained below.

a: PEERS
Peers are the essential elements of the Blockchain network.
Peers can interact with each other using the gossip data
dissemination protocol. Peer node encompasses smart con-
tracts, along with their copy of the ledger. Peers are of
two types: endorsing peers and committing peers. Endorsing
peers are responsible for executing, endorsing the transaction,
and forwarding that transaction to the ordering service node.
Committing peers to get the block from the ordering service
nodes; validates the transaction and commits the block to the
ledger. Endorsing peers also acts as committing peers. Peers
encompasses a replica of the smart contract and a copy of the
updated ledger [19].

i: SMARTCONTRACT
A smart contract is a programmatic code that defines the
rules between different organizations to manage access
and alterations to the key values in the form of transac-
tions. These smart contracts are packaged into a chain-
code, which is then installed on peers and used by the
network’s channels. The different types of chaincode are
application and system chaincode. System chaincode runs
as part of the peer process, and application chaincode, also
known as user chaincode, runs in docker containers. Different
types of system chaincodes are Lifecycle System Chain-
code (LSCC), Configuration System Chaincode (CSCC),
Query System Chaincode (QSCC), Endorsement System
Chaincode (ESCC), and Validation System Chaincode
(VSCC).

ii: LEDGER
Ledger embraces evidence about business objects’ current
and past states. Ledger is used for storing significant real-
istic data related to the application. It contains the current
state and the history of transactions that lead to it. The
ledger consists of a World state and a complete Blockchain.
The World state depicts the current state of the ledger of
Hyperledger fabric, and the complete Blockchain contains
the history of transactions that leads to the current state.
In the next update command, this current state is picked to
get the latest value of the keys, and after updating the ledger,
this current state is also changed for the next read or write
command. The history of data is immutable means we cannot
change the already added transactions; only we can add new
ones.
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b: CLIENT APPLICATION
A client is an end-user of the network who does not have any
Blockchain data stored in itself. A client, rather through an
application, sends the request of query or update to multiple
peers of the same channel [4]. The client’s request is sent
to peers as a transaction proposal request which is further
executed and endorsed by peers and sent to orderers for
ordering and block creation.

c: CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY (CA)
CA is responsible for generating digital certificates for the
network nodes. These certificates carry the complete infor-
mation about the node and behave like an identity for that
node in the network. The peer’s certificates are generated by
the admin of their organization’s CA.

3) ORDERING SERVICE NODE (OSN)
OSN’s task is to order the ordering of transactions. The nodes
responsible for this are known as orderer or ordering nodes.
Orderers impose a constraint on channels, those who can
read and write data. Ordering nodes belong to a particular
organization and get their identities like other network nodes.
The ordering service can be implemented using Solo, Kafka,
or Raft to achieve consensus. Solo is used for testing pur-
poses; it contains only one ordering node [20].

4) MEMBERSHIP SERVICE PROVIDER (MSP)
MSP is not accountable for providing certificates to the iden-
tities; rather, it keeps a list of permissioned identities and
controls it. MSP is responsible for mapping identity to a
particular organization. It also governs the role of peers in
an organization and then consequently will get access to the
resources. A separate MSP is associated with each organiza-
tion, which is connected to the CA of that organization.
An example of the arrangement of various components in

a Blockchain network is shown in figure 1 with their inter-
connection. The sample network consists of 2 organizations,
each having two peers, client application, and CA. Each CA is
associated with a differentMSP of its organization. A channel
connected to peers from different organizations and all peers
would bemaintaining the same copy of the smart contract and
their replica of the ledger. Channel is also inter-linked toOSN
for ordering the transactions and creating a block from those
transactions.

B. TRANSACTION FLOW
A block in a Blockchain comprises transactions and is linked
to other blocks. In each block, multiple transactions are
grouped together. Any client requests a transaction, and the
complete transaction flow consists of three phases: simulate,
order-validate & commit. The client, an end-user of the sys-
tem, creates a transaction proposal to query or write some
data on the Blockchain network. The client application is
sending the transaction proposal to multiple endorsing peers
belonging to the same channel. As shown in figure 2, peer P2

FIGURE 1. Hyperledger fabric private blockchain network components.

FIGURE 2. Transaction flow in hyperledger fabric private blockchain
network.

of org-1 and peers P3 and P4 of org-2 belong to the same
channel. P2 and P4 are endorsing peers, and P3 is committing
peer, so the application sends the transaction proposal request
to P2, P4 as shown in figure 2, step 1. The endorsing peers
P2 and P4 have replicas of the ledger and smart contract.
In step 2, the endorsing peers P2, and P4, simulate the trans-
action. Using the smart contract, the endorsing peers validate
the transactions and inquiry the ledger to get the current state
of the ledger. After endorsement, the endorsing peers P2 and
P4 send the signed endorsement result back to the client [21]
as part of step 3.
The client application will get endorsement responses from

multiple endorsing peers. Once the required responses are
received, the client application collects all responses and
forwards them to the OSN [22] in step 4. OSN then uses the
consensus to reach the ordering of the transaction in step 5.
The transactions are then bundled together to create a block.
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The size of the block is decided based on either the maximum
number of transactions, or maximum size of the block, or the
maximum time elapsed in the creation of the new block.
In step 6, the new block is broadcasted to all endorsing peers
P2, P4, and committing peer P3 of the same channel. All the
peers will now validate the new block, as shown in step 7.
After validation, the transactions are committed to the ledger.
The clients corresponding to transaction proposal requests are
informed about the validation of the transactions as in step 8.
The complete process of transaction flow inHFPBN is carried
out in 8 steps, as shown in figure 2.

IV. BLOCK STRUCTURE OF HFPBN
A Blockchain is organized as an arrangement of connected
blocks. Each block is connected to the preceding block and
hence makes a chain. Once a block is formed and appended
to the Blockchain, the data in that block can’t be transformed,
which makes the Blockchain immutable [23]. Each block
consists of multiple transactions, where each transaction of
a block signifies either a query or modifies the world state
of the ledger. The Blockchain starts with block 0, called
Genesis Block (GB), which doesn’t contain any transaction.
The transactions are recorded from Block 1 onwards. Each
block of data comprises three parts: Block Header (BH),
Block Data (BD), and BlockMetadata (BMD) [24], as shown
in figure 3.

FIGURE 3. Block data components.

BH of each block includes the current block number
(8 bytes of uint64 type), current block hash (32 Bytes str),
and previous block hash (32 Bytes str). The total size of BH
is 72 bytes, as shown in Table 3 with elements, their type,
and size. The current block number is of type integer that
initializes with 0 for Genesis Block and increments with 1 for

TABLE 3. Block → header (72 bytes).

every next block. The current block hash is the SHA256 hash
generated from all the transactions of the present block. The
preceding block hash is the SHA256 hash of the preceding
block to connect this block with the previous one and make a
chain.

The BMD section consists of multiple components but
is not used to generate the block hash. The 1st component
contains the details related to the block creator, which other
network nodes could use to verify the block. The 2nd com-
ponent encompasses the last configuration block number.
The 3rd component includes the last offset persisted. These
three components contain the creator identity field, nonce,
and signature (256 bytes str) field. The creator field contains
x.509 certificates (256 bytes str), public key (256 bytes str),
and MSPid (4 bytes) which dispense these identities to the
client. TheNonce field holds any random value for generating
a unique hash (4 bytes). The 4th component contains the Flags
for every transaction (byte array), indicating the transaction’s
validity. The validation of transactions is based on multiple
factors like endorsement policy, concurrency violations, ver-
ification of read-write set, etc. The ordering service adds the
first three components, whereas the block committer adds the
4th component. The total size of BMD is (2328+ nTx) bytes
as shown in Table 4 with elements, its type, and size. Here,
nTx represents the number of transactions in the block.

TABLE 4. Block → MetaData (2328 + nTx).

BD section contains an ordered list of transactions. In each
transaction, there are two fields: Transaction Header (TxH )
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and Transaction data (TxD). The TxH field contains the
information related to the channel. The data field comprises
transaction Proposal (TP), Endorsement (Es), and Proposal
Response (PR), as shown in figure 4. These fields correspond
to three steps of transaction flow: simulate, order-validate &
commit model, as discussed in the above section.

FIGURE 4. Transaction data.

TxH consists of Channel Header (CH) and Creator’s (CR)
details. CH contains eight fields to describe the basic details
of the transaction are as follows. Every transaction is stored
with a unique Transaction Id (string type), a hexadecimal
code generated to identify each transaction uniquely. ATrans-
action type field (int32 type) is a number encoded earlier by
the system. The transaction types are message, configuration,
configuration update, endorser, orderer, etc. A timestamp
(time type) field is used to store the time at which the TP
is created. The channel id field (string type) stores the chan-
nel in which the transaction is proposed. The Version field
(int32 type) serializes structured data to denote the protocol
buffer. The Epoch field is of type uint64 and is set to zero
if not used currently. The last field in the channel header
is Payload Visibility, which signifies the chaincode payload
visibility. Its value can be set for full visibility, partial, or noth-
ing. Another part of the chaincode header contains details

of the chaincode that will execute the transaction. Either the
path or name (string type) of the involved chaincode is spec-
ified. For invoke type of transactions, the name of chaincode
is required, but for a deploy transaction, chaincode path is
required. Apart from that chaincode version (string type) is
also provided. All these details of CH consume 40 bytes of
memory space.

The TP is signed using the Creator (CR) client’s credentials
which are stored as the transaction’s client identity containing
its certificate (256 bytes), public key (256 bytes str), and
signature (256 bytes str). The total size of TxH of BD is
(40 + 768) bytes, as shown in Table 5 with elements, their
type, and size.

TABLE 5. Block → block data → transaction header.

Apart from the details mentioned in the header part related
to chaincode path and name, other details are also required
those are specified in the TP section. Those details are chain-
code type (int32 type), input parameters that are passed to
the chaincode function at the time of calling, and timeout
(int32 type). The TP contains a payload that contains the
action corresponding to a transaction. Presently, the fabric
can only carry one action corresponding to one transaction.
To specify transactions in payload, it encompasses two com-
ponents. One is related to the proposal, and the other is
action. The proposal field contains input and transient maps.
Transient Map (string type) contains secret information that
can be passed to chaincode, but it is not stored in the BD for
privacy. Input (string type) specifies chaincode invocation; it
contains chaincode details specified in the TP part. The action
part of the payload contains components to store data related
to Es and PR.
TP is sent to a single or extra endorsing peers for trans-

action simulation, execution, and endorsement [25]. The
Endorsers’ identity details like certificate (256 bytes str) and
public key (256 bytes str) are stored along with their signature
(256 bytes str) in the Es section. The total size of TP and Es of
TxD of BD is (12+ 4 ∗ nArgs)+(768∗nEnd) bytes as shown
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TABLE 6. Block → block data → transaction data.

in Table 6 with elements, their type, and size. Here nArgs is
the number of arguments given in input.

The PR is the third part of the transaction data. It consists
of two parts: Proposal Hash, and Extension. Proposal Hash
(string type) is the hash of the proposal. The extension part
contains two components: Results, and Response. The results
section carries the transaction read/write set data. It contains
two fields: Namespace and RWSet. Namespace (string type)
contains the name of the system or application chaincode.
RWSet carries three data types: Read, Write, and Range
query [26]. The read set contains the information required for
reading transactions, and that is key (string type), BlockNum-
ber (uint64 type), and Transaction Number (uint64 type).
Write set contains information required for writing which
involves: key (string type), value (variable type), and IsDelete
(bool type). Multiple writes for different keys can be done in
the same transaction. The value field contains a pair of names
and the value of those changed in this transaction. Its size
depends on the values required to change in the transaction
for a particular key. The name-value fields are of type string.
IsDelete, a Boolean type variable, is to check the status.
Range query set contains information like start key (string
type), End Key (string type), ItrExhausted (bool type), and
ReadsInfo (bool type). The start and end keys are to keep
track of multiple keys to be read. ItrExhausted is just to see
when to end the multiple read operations. ReadsInfo is a
variable to tell whether to perform a read or write operation.
The response section contains Response status, of type int32,
and Response payload, of type string. The total size of PR of
BMD is (26 + 20 ∗ nRd + (5 + (8 ∗ nDV ) ∗ nWr) bytes as
shown in Table 7 with elements, their type, and size. Here,
nRd represents the number of reads, nDV is the number of
data values, and nWr is the number of writes.

The responses from the endorsing peers are gathered and
bundled in the transaction and submitted to the ordering ser-
vice. The responsibility of the ordering service is to order and
put the required number of transactions in a block. The newly
created block is then broadcasted to all the peers who will
validate the transactions. The transactions are then committed
to the ledger, which will update the world state.

The total size consumed by a block represented by Bs
depends on all fields, as shown in Table 3 to Table 7.
Typically, it is based on three major components Block
Header, Block Data, and Block Metadata, as shown in equa-
tion (1). The size of BH as calculated above is 72 bytes.
BD is based on the Transaction Header (TxH ) and Trans-
action Data (TxD) part, as shown in equation (2). TxH part
consists of Channel (CH) and creator (CR), as shown in
equation (3).CH component is consuming 40 bytes.CR com-
ponent is consuming 768 bytes. TxD consists of Transaction
proposal (TP), Endorsements (Es), and Proposal Response
(PR) and is calculated in equation (4). TP is consuming
(12+ 4 ∗ nArgs) Bytes. Es is dependent on the number of
endorsers, represented by nEnd. The size consumed by the Es
field is (768 ∗ nEnd) Bytes. PR consumes(26 + 20 ∗ nRd +
(5+ (8 ∗ nDV ) ∗ nWr)Bytes. BMD field of block consumes
(2328 + nTx).
By putting all values to equation (1), total Bsare calculated

and given in equation (7).

Bs = BH + (BD) ∗ nTx + BMD (1)

where

BD = TxH + TxD (2)

And

TxH = CH + CR (3)

Similarly,

TxH = 40+ 768 = 808

and

TxD = TP+ Es+ PR

Or

TxD = 12+ 4 ∗ nArgs+ 768 ∗ nEnd + 26+ 20 ∗ nRd

+ (5+ (8 ∗ nDV ) ∗ nWr)

Therefore,

TxD = 38+ 4 ∗ nArgs+ 768 ∗ nEnd + 20 ∗ nRd

+ (5+ (8 ∗ nDV ) ∗ nWr) (4)

Putting the values of TxH and TxD calculated in (3) and (4)
to (2) can be represented as:

BD = 808+ 38+ 4 ∗ nArgs+ 768 ∗ nEnd + 20 ∗ n

+ (5+ (8 ∗ nDV )) ∗ nWr

BD = 846+ 4 ∗ nArgs+ 768 ∗ nEnd + 20 ∗ nRd

+ (5+ (8 ∗ nDV )) ∗ nWr (5)

and

BMD = 2328+ nTx (6)
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TABLE 7. Block → block data → transaction data → proposal response.

Putting values of BH as 72, BD and BMD calculated in
equations (5) and (6) to equation (1) can be represented as:

Bs = 72+ (846+ 4 ∗ nArgs+ 768 ∗ nEnd + 20 ∗ nRd

+ (5+ (8 ∗ nDV )) ∗ nWr) ∗ nTx + 2328+ nTx

Bs = 2400+ nTx + (846+ 4 ∗ nArgs+ 768 ∗ nEnd

+ 20 ∗ nRd + (5+ (8 ∗ nDV )) ∗ nWr) ∗ nTx (7)

V. BLOCKCHAIN IMPLEMENTATION ON VANET USING
HYPERLEDGER FABRIC
Hyperledger Fabric, a platform for private Blockchain
implementation, seems suitable for various applications with
modular architecture. The versatile design andmodular archi-
tecture of fabric satisfy the market’s needs in today’s era.
The examples where organizations could develop their appli-
cations using Blockchain to improvise business are Supply
chain management, healthcare, real estate, financial sector,
VANET, etc.

Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) allows vehicles on
the road to interconnect with each other and with RSU (Road-
side Unit) to have a safe journey [27], [28]. With the rise
in the number of vehicles and technological advancements,
it is important to guarantee the safety and reliability of the
network [29]. Earlier, the data on VANET was stored on a
centralized server, which acts as a hub for all nodes to com-
municate with each other. The issues of attack with central-
ized node create problems to the stored VANET’s data, which
could be tackled well by Blockchain. Blockchain, a dis-
tributed, immutable, peer-to-peer network, allows VANET
data to be stored in a decentralized fashion to make it more
secure [30]. The Hyperledger Fabric, a private permissioned
platform of Blockchain, fits perfectly for many vehicles in
dynamic VANET. The HFPBN creates different Blockchains
for different applications, and even different Blockchains

could be created for a single application. VANET and its
applications are huge networks, and traffic data of a coun-
try is of no relevance to other countries; therefore, creating
a single Blockchain of VANET on the Ethereum platform
is not a preferable option. Hyperledger, on the other hand,
allows VANET to create a separate Blockchain for differ-
ent countries. Performance factors also give better results
with this option, ensuring low latency and high throughput.
The architecture of Blockchain-based VANET using Hyper-
ledger fabric will connect various vehicles and RSU to the
client application, allowing them to communicate with the
Blockchain network.

The architecture of Blockchain-based VANET is shown in
figure 5. It comprises three layers: the VANET, application,
and Blockchain layer. The VANET layer consists of vehicles
and RSU. The application layer consists of a client applica-
tion connecting vehicles with the Blockchain network. The
last layer is the Blockchain Layer, which consists of all the
components required to construct the Blockchain network
like peers, organizations, smart contracts, ledger, and OSN.

FIGURE 5. Blockchain-based VANET.
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Vehicles and RSU of the VANET layer communicate with
each other for safety purpose or non-safety reasons. That
communication will act as a transaction of the Blockchain.
Apart from that, the block’s transactions for VANET could
store data related to vehicle information, messages transmit-
ted with each other, routing details, road situations, traffic
data, accident data, insurance-related data, etc. [31], [32].
In the autonomous vehicle case, much more data needs
to be stored as transactions on a Blockchain network like
object recognition data, location tracking, movement predic-
tion data, vehicle driving data like speed, source, destination,
break, etc. [33], [34]. Vehicles also act as endorsement peers
or committing peers in the network to endorse that transac-
tion or to commit the block on the ledger. The vehicles and
RSU use the developed application for VANET to initiate the
transactions, which are further forwarded to the Blockchain
layer for verification and adding them to the block. The initi-
ated transaction by the VANET layer follows the transaction
flow in the Blockchain layer. The transaction flow involves
multiple phases. Phase 1 is transaction creation by vehicles.
Then the created transactions are validated by endorsement
peers in phase 2. Phase 3 involves first ordering transac-
tions by ordering service node, and then a block is created
from multiple transactions. That new block is broadcasted
to all the involved nodes in the network in phase 4. Phase 5
involves validation of that block by the network peers, and
after validation, the new block is committed to the ledger by
the committing peers. In Phase 6, the peers inform about the
status of the transactions to the initiated vehicles.

The block involved in the Blockchain is a crucial factor
of the complete Blockchain system and has a great impact
on the system’s performance. To analyze the performance
of Blockchain-based VANET block size is evaluated and
analyzed. As discussed above, the block size is dependent
on various factors like the number of transactions, endorse-
ment policy, and the number of reads and writes. These
are applicable for Blockchain-based VANET; therefore, it’s
crucial to decide these factors as block size impacts the
performance factors. The next sections will discuss in detail
the Blockchain-based VANET and its impact on performance
factors.

VI. IMPACT OF DIFFERENT BLOCK PARAMETERS ON ITS
SIZE FOR BLOCKCHAIN-BASED VANET
A complete block in a Blockchain consists of multiple trans-
actions. Every block consists of some common data related
to that block and previous block and individual transaction
details of that block. As given in equation (7), Bs is depen-
dent on multiple parameters like how many transactions are
stored in one single block, the Endorsement policy, and the
number of reads and writes in a single transaction. All these
parameters have a different level of impact on Bs. In our
proposed application implemented on Blockchain, the infor-
mation related to vehicles, and their inter-communication
regarding the road situation is also stored as a transaction
of the block. The blocks are chained together to create a

Blockchain for VANET. All the above-mentioned parameters
are, therefore, crucially related to the block size of the pro-
posed VANET block. To check the impact of each parameter
on Bsfor the VANET application, all other parameters are
considered constant. The equation used for the analysis is
given in (7).

A. IMPACT OF ENDORSEMENT POLICY ON BLOCK SIZE
In the Blockchain-based VANET example, there could be
multiple instances like the transferred data between vehicles,
validating a vehicle node, etc. which could act as a transaction
of the block in the Blockchain. All such transactions before
adding to a block need to be validated first. For validation, the
client forwards the transaction proposal to multiple endors-
ing peers. The endorsement policy of the VANET system
is already decided earlier at the time of constructing the
system, which specifies the minimum required number of
peers who endorses the transaction proposal. The transaction
is validated only when received endorsement results from the
required number of peers. It is checked at the time of ordering
by the OSN [25]. The details like certificate, public key, and
signature of all the involved endorsing peers are taken with
the transactions for future verification. It implies that the Bs
will increase with the rise in the number of required endorsing
peers to validate a transaction. To analyze the impact of
endorsement policy on Bs, all other variables are consid-
ered constant in the above equation (7). The equation (8)
below depicts the relationship between Bs and the number
of peers required in the endorsement policy. The value of Bs
is measured in KB with the varying number of peers in the
endorsement policy. The graph in figure 6 shows the Bs is
increasing rapidly with the rise in the number of peers even
though the number of transactions is considered fixed in each
case, which is 10. Therefore, choosing a suitable number of
required peers in endorsement policy is crucial for the Bs.

FIGURE 6. Number of endorsement policy vs. block size (KB).

Considering all other factors as constant except nEnd and
therefore,

nTx = 10, nArgs = 2, nRd = 1, nDV = 1, nWr = 1
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Bs = 2400+ 10+ (846+ 4 ∗ 2+ 768 ∗ nEnd

+ 20 ∗ 1+ (5+ 8) ∗ 1) ∗ 10

Bs = 2410+ (846+ 8+ 768 ∗ nEnd + 20+ 13) ∗ 10

Bs = 2410+ (846+ 8+ 768 ∗ nEnd + 20+ 13) ∗ 10

Bs = 2410+ 8870+ 7680 ∗ nEnd

Finally,

Bs = 11280+ 7680 ∗ nEnd (8)

B. IMPACT OF NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS
ON BLOCK SIZE
The count of transactions in a block cannot be assumed con-
stant therefore, the size of each blockmay vary. The batch size
is set to resolve this issue, which contains three parameters
that are set keeping the application’s needs in mind. These
parameters are Max message count, Absolute max bytes, and
Preferred max bytes [35]. Max message count is to specify
the maximum allowed count of transactions in a block. The
absolute max bytes value is to specify the maximum allowed
size of a block. Preferred max bytes denote the ideal size of
a block, but if a single transaction exceeds this value and is
less than Absolute max bytes, it can create a block from that
single transaction. To evaluate the impact of just the count
of transactions in the VANET system on block size, let’s
assume the size of each transaction is same. Other parame-
ters like number of peers in endorsement policy, number of
reads, and writes are considered constant as specified below
and put in the above equation (7) of Bs. The equation (9)
below shows the association between Bs and the number
of transactions. The variation in Bs by varying the number
of transactions in a block is analyzed after assuming that
the Bs are still less than the absolute max bytes value. The
graph in figure 7 shows that with the rise in the number of
transactions from 10 to 50, the Bs reached 26.02 to 120.7.
The graph implies its impact, which must be considered
when choosing the Max message count. Although if in case
the number of transactions value is assumed high still by
an appropriate value of the other two parameters, preferred
maximum bytes and absolute max bytes can control the size
of the block.

Considering all other factors as constant except nTx,
Then,

nEnd = 2, nArgs = 2, nRd = 1,

nDV = 1, nWr = 1

Bs = 2400+ nTx + (846+ 4 ∗ 2+ 768 ∗ 2

+ 20 ∗ 1+ (5+ 8) ∗ 1) ∗ nTx

Bs = 2400+ nTx + 2423 ∗ nTx (9)

C. IMPACT OF NUMBER OF READS ON BLOCK SIZE
A transaction in the Blockchain for the VANET application
is of a query type or update type. In both types, a transaction
can ask to read some values from the ledger and might
update those values in an update type transaction. Every read

FIGURE 7. Number of transactions vs. block size (KB).

FIGURE 8. Number of reads/writes vs. block size (KB).

needs three parameters: version, block number, and transac-
tion number. The total size required by these parameters is
20 bytes. Every transaction could read multiple values simul-
taneously, like reading any stored data related to vehicles so
that multiple transactions can havemany reads. The impact of
multiple concurrent reads in a single transaction is not much,
but we can still see its relationship with Bs in the equation
below. The other parameters like endorsement policy, number
of transactions, and number of writes are taken as constant.
To see the impact, the number of transactions value has taken
50 in the above equation (7), and the relation between Bs
and the number of reads is shown in equation (10) below.
The variance in Bs with the rise in the number of reads in
a single transaction from 2 to 10 is analyzed. The graph
in figure 8 shows that with the rise in the number of reads in
a transaction, Bs increases slowly; therefore, the number of
reads is not having much impact on block size. It signifies
that each transaction of VANET can read multiple values
simultaneously in a single transaction, and it will not impact
block size much.

Considering all other factors as constant except nRd and as
given,

nEnd = 2, nArgs = 2, nTx = 50,
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nDV = 1, nWr = 1

Then, Bs further can be determined as:

Bs = 2400+ 50+ (846+ 4 ∗ 2+ 768 ∗ 2

+ 20 ∗ nRd + (5+ 8) ∗ 1) ∗ 50

Bs = 2450+ 120150+ 1000 ∗ nRd

Bs = 122600+ 1000 ∗ nRd (10)

D. IMPACT OF NUMBER OF WRITES ON BLOCK SIZE
The update type of transaction intends to modify the data of
the ledger. In the case of VANET, the update type of transac-
tion includes any event data that vehicles are exchanging or
any change in the vehicle’s details. A single transaction can
change multiple keys and multiple data values of the same
key at a time. The update transaction cannot alter the current
state of the ledger instantly. Instead, it will be done after the
transaction proves valid and has been added to the block by
the orderer. Other parameters are taken as constant to analyze
the impact of multiple key changes on Bs simultaneously. The
number of data values updated in a single key is also constant
to examine the influence of only the number of writes. The
number of transactions value is taken to 50 to see the change.
The below equation (11) is calculated after assuming other
values as constant in the above equation (7). The graph in
figure 8 shows that theBs is changing slightly with the change
in the number of writes. It implies that we can easily change
some values in a single transaction by not impacting much of
the Bs.
Considering all other factors as constant except nWr, then,

nEnd = 2, nArgs = 2, nTx = 50, nRd = 1, nDV = 1

Bs = 2400+ 50+ (846+ 4 ∗ 2+ 768 ∗ 2

+ 20 ∗ 1+ (5+ 8 ∗ 1) ∗ nWr) ∗ 50

Bs = 2450+ 120500+ 650 ∗ nWr

Bs = 122950+ 650 ∗ nWr (11)

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED VANET
In this section, various factors that impact various perfor-
mance parameters are presented. For performance evaluation
of Blockchain-based VANET, a sample Blockchain network
on Hyperledger Fabric is created. The network consists of a
channel, OSN with a solo consensus mechanism, two organi-
zations with two peers, and CA. Individual peer has a replica
of the smart contract and ledger.

The endorsement policy with the ‘‘OR’’ principle is used
herein, which signifies that any single endorser is enough
to execute the transaction. The system configuration taken
for the simulation PC is Intel (R) Core (TM) i5 -1035G1
CPU@ 1.00 GB 1.19 GHz, 8 GB RAM, 64- bit operating
system, 256 GB SSD, 1 TB hard disk, and running on Ubuntu
16.04 LTS. To examine the performance of this network,
a benchmarking tool recognized as Hyperledger caliper is
used. The complete configuration required for system setup
is mentioned in Table 8.

TABLE 8. Setup parameters.

Caliper runs the Blockchain network and generates HTML
reports showing the network’s performance. The various per-
formance parameters shown in the reports includes success
and failure rate(graph), latency (min, max, avg), throughput,
and resource utilization [36].

Throughput is the rate at which all network nodes com-
mit valid transactions in fixed time duration. Throughput
is stated in transactions per second (tps). Latency is the
total time a transaction takes from submitting a transac-
tion proposal request to when it is committed to the ledger
and widely available in the network [37]. Resource utiliza-
tion measures the CPU used, memory consumed, and disk
read/write, respectively. All these performance parameters
including other factors are also dependent on block size [38].
The Blockchain-based VANET performance parameters are,
therefore, also dependent on the block size which as men-
tioned in section VI is dependent on parameters like how
many transactions are stored in one single block, the endorse-
ment policy, and the number of reads and writes in a single
transaction. Therefore, it’s significant to identify the optimal
block size based on the above dependent parameters. Further,
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the dependency of block size on the performance parameters
of blockchain-based VANET is also crucial for obtaining
the best possible performance. The values are analyzed for
different Bs over different transaction arrival rates to analyze
the variance of performance factors.

A. THROUGHPUT
The graph in figure 9 illustrates the overall transaction
throughput, which is analyzed for different Bs at different
Transaction Arrival Rates (TAR) for our VANET application.
TAR is measured in transactions per second (tps). In this anal-
ysis, the transaction arrival rate varies from 50 tps to 250 tps.
Bs is taken from 20 to 100 depending on the number of trans-
actions in the block. Transaction throughput is also based
on the endorsement policy, and in this analysis, the ‘‘OR’’
principal endorsement policy is chosen just for simplicity.
The graph shows two observations; one is between TAR and
throughput, and the other is between Bs and throughput.

FIGURE 9. Throughput vs. transaction arrival rate.

Throughput does not necessarily increase with the increase
in TAR; rather, throughput will become constant at a sat-
uration point of TAR. It is because the capacity of every
system to handle multiple transactions at a time is limited.
The throughput increases linearly with the increase in TAR
until the saturation point of 150; then, the graph is not linear.
After 200 tps, the graph gets flat. The second observation for
Bs and throughput is that Bs do not impact throughput until
saturation. For all block sizes till 150 tps TAR, the throughput
is around the same for all Bs at a specific value of TAR. After
saturation point, the throughput of higher block size is a little
higher than the smaller block size.

B. LATENCY
Latency, another vital performance parameter, is to measure
the time taken to complete the transaction of the VANET
system. This time is from the point when the transaction is
submitted until its result is available in the network. The
transaction latency is dependent on all three phases: simulate,
order-validate& commit [39]. Latency is analyzed for various

Bs from 20 to 100 according to the number of transactions in
the block. The value of latency at various Bs is analyzed at
different transaction arrival rates from 50 tps to 250 tps at an
interval of 50. The latency in seconds is shown on the y-axis in
the graph shown in fig 10 gives a few observations. The first
observation is that the saturation points of transaction arrival
rate is strongly impacted. The saturation rate is around 150;
then, latency increases significantly for all Bs. With a greater
number of transactions handled by the network, there would
be a greater number of transactions in the queue waiting to be
validated.

FIGURE 10. Latency vs. transaction arrival rate.

Another observation is that before the saturation point
value of TAR, with the increase in Bs, latency is increasing
for the same value of TAR. The minimum latency value at
TAR of 50 tps is 1.75 seconds for Bs 20, and it increased
almost 3-fold till Bs 100. This increase is because the block
creation time at the orderer increases due to an increase in Bs
and hence the latency. After saturation point value, latency
usually decreases with the increase in Bs. At TAR 250 tps,
the maximum value of latency is 12.16, which is for Bs 20,
and with the increase in Bs, it is decreasing.

C. MEMORY AND CPU UTILIZATION
Figure 11 shows the memory utilization in terms of RAM
and CPU utilization with varying Bs for the VANET system.
The left side shows the increase in utilized memory in MB
with the increase in Bs. The maximum RAM consumption is
98.87 MB which is for 100 Bs. The right side of the graph
shows that with the increase in Bs from 20 to 100, the CPU
utilization also increases. The maximum CPU utilization is
27 % which is for Bs of 100. However, memory and CPU
utilization values completely depends on the test machine.

D. B-VANET COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES
The performance of the B-VANET approach is compared
with some other approaches based on various parameters. The
considered parameters are decentralization, non-repudiation
and traceability, privacy protection, anonymity, throughput
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FIGURE 11. Memory / CPU utilization vs. block size.

TABLE 9. Performance comparison of B-VANET with other approaches.

and latency analysis, dependency of performance on block
size, and endorsement policy shown in Table 9. The compared
approaches are either based on Blockchain or not. The 1st

approach is Efficient AnonymousAuthenticationwith Condi-
tional Privacy-Preserving Scheme for Vehicular Ad Hoc Net-
works (EAAP) [40]. 2nd approach is Data Security Sharing
and Storage based on a ConsortiumBlockchain in a Vehicular
Ad-hoc Network (DSSCB) [15]. 3rd approach is Applied
Intelligence in Blockchain-based VANET (ALICIA) [41]. 4th

approach is An Efficient Privacy-preserving Authentication
Model based on Blockchain for VANETs (EPAM) [42].

Unlike EAAP, which uses centralized data storage, the
other four approaches use distributed storage based on the
consortium Blockchain. No centralized database is required
because the strategy uses a database of trusted third-party
organizations. This feature also protects against centralized
harmful attacks on traditional centralized data storage.

Except for EAAP, all other four techniques are based on
Blockchain and require the engaged vehicle node to sign data
during the transaction writing phase. Data in the network
can only be shared and received by legal and authenticated

vehicles. The identity of the legal vehicle registered with
the Trusted Authority can be verified. Therefore, the non-
repudiation of data in all four techniques is ensured by know-
ing the source of the data sender using a digital signature
mechanism. If there is a problem at any point in the network,
the identity of the offender may be determined, ensuring the
network’s traceability feature.

In EAAP, each message has a valid signature and certifi-
cate, but it is mathematically hard to determine the signer.
The attacker knows nothing about the signer. So even if the
identities are collected, they do not expose the privacy of the
vehicle users or RSUs.

They lack sufficient information regarding vehicle users
or RSUs. Thus, with EAAP, the vehicles and RSUs remain
anonymous.

The digital signature authentication mechanism in
Blockchain transforms the vehicle’s genuine identification
into an anonymized identity, preserving anonymity by the
four techniques based on Blockchain. Similarly, for these
Blockchain-based techniques, an attacker will have great
difficulty determining the vehicle’s genuine identity, ensuring
identity privacy protection.

EAAP technique as not based on Blockchain, and can’t
depict the dependency on block size and endorsement policy.
This technique also does not analyze the performance param-
eters like throughput and latency.

DSSCB technique although based on Blockchain, the
authors have not analyzed the dependency of performance
on block size and endorsement policy. Also, they have not
analyzed throughput and latency in their work.

In ALICIA, authors have analyzed throughput with respect
to transactions per second, and latency with respect to block
size for transactions. The authors have not analyzed the
dependency of performance on block size and endorsement
policy.

In EPAM, the authors have analyzed the performance
parameters throughput and latency with respect to transaction
arrival rate for different block sizes. The authors in EPAM
have shown the dependency of these performance parameters
on block size but not on endorsement policy.

Our proposed approach B-VANET has analyzed the per-
formance of our system based on throughput and latency
with respect to transaction arrival rate for different block
sizes. Also, the proposed system shows the dependency of
performance parameters like throughput and latency on block
size and endorsement policy. This is to choose their optimal
value to achieve the best performance.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Hyperledger Fabric is one of the prominent frameworks to
develop and deploy Blockchain for any application. Fabric
is a private, permissioned, modular, extensible Blockchain
system for running distributed applications. The HFPBN is
distinguished because of its performance, scalability, privacy,
and strong consensus algorithm. The network comprises
multiple components like channels, organizations, peers,
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smart contracts, ledgers, ordering service nodes, certification
authority, and membership service provider. All the compo-
nents have their designated role in making the fabric work
and creating a transaction, which in turn collectively creates a
block. VANET, one of the leading applications of Blockchain,
is explored in this paper as a case study and implemented
using fabric. Blockchain makes the VANET system more
secure. For Blockchain-based VANET, the complete block
size increases with the increase in the number of transactions,
changing endorsement policy, and the number of reads and
writes in a transaction. The proportionate impact of these
factors on block size is analyzed using equations and graphs.
Block size plays a crucial role in performance factors like
throughput, latency, and network utilization. The results of
our analysis for the VANET system show that till the sat-
uration point, the block size has no impact on throughput,
but after that saturation point, the higher block size will have
higher throughput. The latency is also impacted by block size;
the latency usually rises with block size until the saturation
point. After saturation point, latency usually reduces with the
rise in block size. Further, this system’s memory and CPU
utilization also rise with the rise in block size. The proposed
B-VANET approach is compared with other Blockchain-
based approaches to show our approach has focussed that
the dependency of performance parameters on block size and
endorsement policy is crucial for attaining the best possible
performance.
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